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Observations of the acceleration and transport of ions in solar eruptive events – solar flares with 

associated coronal mass ejections (CMEs) – are critical to understanding the transient, efficient 

release of stored magnetic energy at the Sun.  Solar flares are the most powerful explosions in the 

solar system, releasing up to 1032–1033 ergs in 100–1,000 seconds, and up to tens of percent of the 

released energy goes into accelerating ions up to tens of GeV and electrons up to hundreds of MeV.  

CME-driven shocks also accelerate ions to extreme energies in solar energetic particle (SEP) events, 

but the connection between flare acceleration and CME acceleration is still an open question. 

Energetic ions are remotely observable through neutral radiation that is optimally observed 

from space: gamma rays, energetic neutral atoms, and neutrons.  Breakthroughs by a next-

generation mission are possible due to newly developed instrumentation and existing instrument 

concepts that can be applied to solar observations.  Not only is solar energy release and particle 

acceleration relevant to life on Earth due to space-weather considerations, but the Sun is an 

excellent laboratory to study similar processes occurring throughout the Universe. 

The ion signatures address major problems of solar-terrestrial research.  We generally do 

not understand the magnetic connectivity relating low-coronal sources and the heliosphere, owing 

to a lack of solar-dedicated instruments.  This gap in our knowledge (SEPs at planets) touches on 

both space weather and astrobiology as practical matters, but progress in this area represents 

frontier research with great discovery potential as well. 

Science Objectives 
SEPs have a definite relationship to processes within the CME-associated shock, but the 

acceleration of ions in flare regions is a more open question.  There are many candidates for flare 

acceleration, from acceleration in a DC electric field to stochastic acceleration by contracting 

magnetic islands or cascading turbulent waves.  Even at the CME-associated shock, there are still 

open questions about the responsible shock geometries, the role of the local suprathermal 

population characteristics, and how the SEPs diffuse across the shock for efficient acceleration. 

Furthermore, it is unknown whether accelerated ions are less frequently observed in 

smaller events compared to accelerated electrons due to sensitivity limitations or due to actual 

differences in the underlying physics.  Comparisons between accelerated ions and accelerated 

electrons show an equipartition of energy (e.g., Emslie et al. 2012) and a proportional correlation 

over many orders of flare magnitude (Shih et al. 2009).  On the other hand, RHESSI imaging has 

shown that ions and electrons are not being accelerated on the same flare loops at the same time 

(Hurford et al. 2003, 2006). 

SEPs are most important from a space-weather perspective, and their connection to 

particles that are accelerated by flares is still unclear.  The flare particles may contribute to a seed 

population out of which SEPs are accelerated.  Furthermore, especially in impulsive SEP events 

without CMEs, the SEPs may in fact be directly accelerated by flares.  Thus, understanding the 

relationship between flare particles that do not escape the Sun and escaping SEPs is an important 
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part of any effort to forecast the SEP population before they are observed in situ.  This relationship 

can be studied by comparing the spectra, compositions, and timing of the two populations.  Note 

that SEPs may also have remotely observable signatures that are normally attributed to flare 

particles: SEPs accelerated at the CME-associated shock may precipitate down over a large fraction 

of the solar disc to produce similar emission. 

Observables 

Gamma rays 

Energetic ions produce gamma rays through a large number of processes, generally 

beginning with nuclear interactions (see Murphy et al. 2007).  Imaging of gamma-ray lines with high 

resolution (~5 arcsec) can resolve ion-associated footpoint structure in many flares, for comparison 

against electron-associated footpoints, while coarser imaging (~1 arcmin) can at least distinguish 

between ions on closed field lines and those that precipitate from higher altitudes (e.g., the CME 

shock). 

Ions of energies between ~1 MeV and ~50 MeV produce narrow gamma-ray lines including 

nuclear de-excitation lines, the neutron-capture line, and the positron-annihilation line.  RHESSI has 

shown that high-resolution gamma-ray detectors can be used with indirect imaging techniques for 

gamma-ray spectroscopy and imaging (see Vilmer et al. 2011 for a review). 

Ions with energies greater than hundreds of MeV produce secondary pions, both charged 

and neutral.  Neutral pions decay to produce a broad gamma-ray continuum peaked at ~70 MeV, 

while charged pions decay into relativistic electrons and positrons, which can consequently produce 

energetic bremsstrahlung emission superposed on the radiation from directly accelerated electrons.  

The Large Area Telescope (LAT) on the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope has shown that this pion-

decay component, previously only observed in the largest flares, is surprisingly more common than 

anticipated (e.g., Ackermann et al. 2014, Share et al. 2018).  Pion-decay emission can be observed 

during the impulsive phases of even relatively small (M-class) flares, and some eruptive events 

exhibit pion-decay emission that persists for many hours after the impulsive phase of the flares.  

LAT has also observed pion-decay emission from behind-the-limb flares, suggesting that the 

acceleration or transport configurations are non-trivial (see Pesce-Rollins et al. 2015). 

The locations and mechanisms by which ions are accelerated and transported in these 

events are under active study, but the observations are limited because Fermi is not a solar-

dedicated mission.  A solar-dedicated pair-conversion telescope analogous to LAT, optimized to 

have finer angular resolution by not needing to span as large an energy range as LAT, would be able 

to address open questions regarding the extreme limits of ion acceleration. 

Energetic neutral atoms 

The serendipitous discovery using STEREO of energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) at MeV 

energies associated with the 2006 December 4 eruptive event (Mewaldt et al. 2009, 2010) 

introduced a new probe of solar particle acceleration.  These ENAs were likely produced by SEPs in 

the corona (~2 solar radii), but they may also have been produced by flare particles in the 

chromosphere through a diffusive process of neutralization and reionization.  As with other neutral 

radiation, ENAs ignore magnetic fields as they traverse the interplanetary medium, but they have 

the added benefit of essentially preserving the energy of the original energetic particles.  Thus, ENA 

observations can provide a clean measurement of the acceleration spectrum, free from propagation 

effects, in addition to localizing where the SEPs are energized.  For example, for ENAs produced by a 

CME-associated shock, imaging (<0.1°) can distinguish what shock conditions are responsible for 
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efficient SEP acceleration (e.g., quasi-parallel versus quasi-perpendicular). 

The ENAs observed by STEREO resulted from SEPs charge-exchanging with heavy ions (e.g., 

oxygen), but the predicted ENA spectrum extends down to ~10 keV due to anticipated charge 

exchange between low-energy SEPs and neutral hydrogen and hydrogen-like helium in the ambient 

medium (Wang et al. 2014).  Thus, ENA measurements probe ion energies that are poorly or 

completely inaccessible through other signatures. 

Neutrons 

Neutrons produced in nuclear interactions can escape the Sun directly, and provide a 

separate handle on accelerated ions from MeV energies to hundreds of MeV.  Thus, neutron 

observations can be critical for filling in the gap between the energies typically responsible for 

gamma-ray lines and those responsible for pion-decay emission.  Ion energies of ~50 to ~300 MeV, 

which may contain critical information about spectral rollovers representative of the acceleration 

process, are effectively probed only via 15–150 MeV neutrons.  Compact, efficient instruments such 

as SONTRAC (Ryan et al. 1999) can perform low-background measurements of these particles with 

increased effective area. 

At the lowest energies, some of the neutron-producing alpha interactions are actually 

exothermic, and thus neutrons may be an effective way to probe low-energy alpha particles 

(Murphy et al. 2012).  Neutrons below ~10 MeV will decay significantly before reaching 1 AU, and 

so observations at such energies are best suited for inner heliospheric missions. 

Relationship to Other Observations 
The aforementioned observations are enhanced by context observations in other wavelengths – 

e.g., hard X-rays for accelerated electrons, soft X-rays for thermal plasma, EUV for coronal plasma, 

white light for CMEs – as well as in situ measurements of SEPs.  However, these other types of 

observations do not remove the need for gamma-ray or related instrumentation; our understanding 

of solar eruptive events will never be complete without observations of accelerated ions.  The Sun 

provides our only stellar example for detailed study of the physics of high-energy ions and their 

planetary interactions. 
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